Droplet confinement and fluorescence measurement of single molecules.
We describe a method for molecular confinement and single-fluorophore sensitive measurement in aqueous nanodroplets in oil. The sequestration of individual molecules in droplets has become a useful tool in genomics and molecular evolution. Similarly, the use of single fluorophores, or pairs of fluorophores, to study biomolecular interactions and structural dynamics is now common. Most often these single-fluorophore sensitive measurements are performed on molecules that are surface attached. Confinement via surface attachment permits molecules to be located and studied for a prolonged period of time. For molecules that denature on surfaces, for interactions that are transient or out-of-equilibrium, or to observe the dynamic equilibrium of freely diffusing reagents, surface attachment may not be an option. In these cases, droplet confinement presents an alternative method for molecular confinement. Here, we describe this method as used in single-fluorophore sensitive measurement and discuss its advantages, limitations, and future prospects.